
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 8/13/07

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom 
line is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in this day and age. 
 
Soybean Fundamentals; It remains all about weather as soybeans attempt to avoid hot 
dry weather in the central and south Midwest. The most recent 1-3 three day forecast 

suggest rain prospects for the central soybean 
belt to shift further south than what was 
anticipated late last week. Given the timing, 
this week could be the week when new crop 
soybean futures break out of its most recent 
trade range of 8350-8950. S America draws 
closer to its planting season. Brazil is 
expected to increase production by 2 MMT over 
its record 59 MMT 2007 harvest while Argentina 
is expected to be very near its record 2007 
harvest of 47.2 million metric tonne harvest. 
 
Crop Conditions: Pre release estimates suggest 

soybean conditions were to decline 1 to 2% vs last weeks 56% good to excellent 
ratings. One year ago, ratings were 56% and the five year ave is still better than 
ave of 57% god to excellent. Well after Monday's close, the National Ag Statistics 
Service suggest conditions as of Sunday are rated unchanged at 56% good to excellent. 
Historically the five year ave suggested this report to correct higher than last 
week, then continue its good to excellent quality rating downtrend into harvest. 
 
Old Crop Soybeans: The Sept-Nov soybean spread is offering 16 cents carry for two 
months to store. Not indicative of short supplies. With a cash ave of $7.95, the cost 
to carry the crop for the time period needs to be 12.2 cents. If you still hold old 
crop inventory your most significant dilemma may be needed storage space on farm to 
hold the 2007 harvest. We would strongly advise moving old crop as soon as possible 
just in case pod fill rains do arrive and well before S America begin to plant the 
crop as the USA is harvesting and shrink continues in those extremely hot bins. 
Strong resistance of 8750 for Sept futures could trigger firm offers left at the 
country elevators. 
 
2008 Soybeans: Allendale officially hedged it first portion of 2008 anticipated 
production on July 5th and has written orders to add as outlined in our Hedge Advice 
page. Allendale had resting orders to hedge 10% more new crop 2007 at 9200 filled 
Thursday, July 12. 
 
From July 15th to August 15th: Allendale researched the Nov futures price action 
between mid July to mid August, over the most recent 15 years and discovered odds 
favor an ave of 23 cents lower futures. 10 out of the 15 years favored a lower move 
during the time period with an ave loss of 47 cents and a maximum loss of $1.11 
cents. Since July 15th, 2007 Nov futures have lost $1.09. Of the five year higher its 
been by an ave of 24.4 cents with a maximum gain of 40 cents. Since July 15th of 

es have lost 67 cents with two days remaining to trade. 2007, Nov futur
Trade Position: we have written new trade recommendations within our Grain Trading 
Strategies page to trade new crop soybeans in a trade range of 8350 to 8950 with some 
notice of resistance at 8750 vs the Sept futures. 
  
18 Years: Take part in Allendale's 18th Annual Crop Yield Survey beginning Monday 
August 13th through August 24th, Allendale will begin to conduct its 18th Annual Crop 
Yield Survey, with the results to be released Friday, September 7th at 7:30 am. That 
is 3 trading days before the September USDA Supply and Demand Report. The Sept Crop 
report is more detailed as kernels and pods are counted. This survey is designed to 
determine the degree this year's crops are above or below normal. Your participation 
would be greatly appreciated. Please click on the link below to begin the process. 
http://www.allendale-inc.com/survey/2007_cropyield_survey.aspx

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx
http://www.allendale-inc.com/survey/2007_cropyield_survey.aspx


 
Corn Fundamentals: mid 90 to low 100 heat for the center south and Delta region much 
of all of last week, the trade was anticipating for the good to excellent corn 
quality ratings to drop 1-2% vs last weeks 56%, year ago levels of 56% and five year 
ave of 57%. NASS estimates ratings at 56% or unchanged. Look for this development to 
be viewed as less than friendly for the 
E-CBOT trade on Monday night. Add to 
this less threatening temps for much of 
this week vs forecast from late last 
week. Monday's six to ten day forecast 
has brought back into the major Midwes
below ave precip after a two day string
of mainly normal precip. This 6-10 da
to be viewed as supportive. Asia c
buyers very defensive over record l
freight indexes and suggest unless co
breaks back lower, they are to be 
cautious about buying US supply. Trai
your eye on the technical development on
wheat for the lead for corn. 
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 Technically, Sept ethanol futures remain in a downtrend. Support at 1.786 
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 We remain long Dec corn based on late last week improving technicals. 
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Ethanol:
with overhead resistance at 1.876. Fundamentally based on the first nine months of 
ethanol production data, USDA needs to cut the amount of corn used for ethanol 
production back by 19 mil bu from its standing target of 2.15 bil bu. Within the
August WASDE, released on Friday, USDA left demand unchanged. Word is USDA realizes 
some trimming needs to be done but is butting heads with the Dept of Energy and the 
US Census Bureau. USDA had targeted a 34% yr on yr increase in corn use for ethanol 
production, only the months of April and May have exceeded the target. The pace 
needed per month in order to reach USDA present use of 2.15 bil bu is now 47% abo
yr earlier levels. Ethanol stocks as of May stand at 9 million barrels vs 7.8 one 
year earlier. 
 
New Crop Marketing:
downward correction and estimated bottom near the 3200-3300 level. With the recent 
low of 3244 made on 7/23/07 Dec corn has met our downside correction and may have 
found its seasonal bottom on 7/23. We do not recommend forward contracting at prese
levels. Before Dec corn expiration futures are expected to work back towards 3700-
3800 level. End users and producers, use the preceding information for your 
individual marketing needs. 
 
Old Crop Marketing: The Sept-Dec corn spread closed at 17.4 cents carry. With the 
Midwest cash price of $3.10 per bushel, the cost to carry inventory is 3.3 cents pe
bu per month or 9.9 cents for the timeframe. The futures market is paying you to 
store but the biggest problem could be to find adequate storage for the 2007 crop.
The longer you hold, the odds could increase for subjecting inventory to weakening 
basis for old crop. 
 
Trade Position:
We will keep our risk tight as we are increasing concerned about the wheat futures. 
If wheat breaks key support, corn may not be far behind in the same direction. 
Projected new crop demand remains fundamentally strong based on positive profit 
margins for ethanol production but at less than peak capacity. Old crop futures a
up against the clock each passing day the new crop draws closer to harvest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Technicals:
trader, Allendale uses its own unique custom Moving Averages to monitor price 
momentum, define key support and resistance levels as well as advise where key 
points are located when bulls may turn bearish and bears to turn bulls. We also 
include last weeks closing price for the weekly chartist as we draw closer to the end 
of the week to anticipate the possibility for futures to have a positive weekly close 
or if weakness is ensuing. A detailed technical look at the grains and livestock are 
available within our Allendale Advanced Charts. 

 Old and New crop corn and soybeans and new crop wheat. For the short term 
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Sep          3310        3320             3290        3770       3330  
Dec          3490        3490             3490        3750       3504  
Bean Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Cl
Sep          8660        8430             8400        7790       8560   
Nov          8816        8600             8570        7920       8716   
Wheat Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Clo
Sep   CBOT   6664        6720             6600        5220       6670   
Sep   KCBT   6546        6580             6480        5240       6544   
Sep   MGEX   6610        6660             6540        5360       6640 
 
 
Observation:
focus is on the #2 MA. If it should give way, the slide could be very uncomfortable. 
If Sept futures could find a close above the key #1 MA look for a challenge against 
recent old highs. Sept corn folds under the key #1 MA and may suggest Dec to follow 
on Tuesday's close. 
 
Wheat Fundamentals:
from Russia, snubbing the US. Disappointing for the US, in a word yes, but remains 

supportive to world futures and cash 
prices as world demand continues, even
at lofty prices. Short world stocks, 
strong export demand as sales are now 
106% above its five year average and a 
strong upward technical trend line of 
support is not to be sold until either 
chart based technical weakness develops 
or signs of economic rationing begin to 
appear. Spring wheat quality good to 
excellent rating drop 3%, about a 
percent more than the trade had 
anticipated. Conditions ending Su
are now 66% good to excellent vs a five
year ave of 55% good to excellent. 
 
Marketings: For cash marketings  

into the cash market in the October time frame. However do not ignore present firm 
cash prices for wheat to sell into. Check your local cash-basis markets. As an 
example no carry in the cash wheat market from Aug to Sept delivery but 17 cents fr
Aug to Oct. At 5800 cash value, cost of carry is 4.8 cents/bu/mth or the need for 9.7 

typically the Oct-Nov time frame when cash wheat prices peak. We recommended to sell 

cents to carry from today to the first day of Oct and the market is offering a 
premium of 7.4 cents. In such a case the market is willing to pay you to store the 
cash wheat. But not all regions are the same. Call your Allendale Representative for 
your specific cash marketing needs.  
 

 The July 2008 CBOT wheat futures are locked in a range of 5600 to New Crop 2008:
5900. There is plenty of bullish enthusiasm for world wheat and we are on the lowe
end of the trade range, be patient in here. We recently recommended to hedge a 
minimum of 15% of new crop 2008 wheat futures against anticipated production and 
filled at 5760. You will find the next level to hedge within our Hedge Advice page
 
 



Trade Position:
relatively bullish. However the technicals are indicating overbought status and due 
for a minor setback. We have written new orders for all three exchanges within our 
Grain Trading Strategies page....Joe Victor 
 

 We will recognize the trend is still up and news is still coming in 

 There are hopes restarting of pork sales to China. Last week that story 
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Lean Hogs:
was put to the wayside. There were concerns about equity market weakness. The thought 
is if Wall Street continues to falter these east coast equity players could pull some 
money out of the long only investments they made in commodities. Tomorrow the US 
Census Bureau, the agency which collects all kinds of personal and business 
statistics, will finalize export information for the month of June. Part of t
information release will include pork exports and imports. USDA will release that 
information on Wednesday. This could answer some questions regarding sales to China. 
The problem, of course, is this information is two months delayed. Also, if these 
sales to China do happen in the way bulls hope they won't really hit until Septembe
through December. This report only covers confirmed shipments and not pending sales. 
For short term fundamentals the pork cutout, a measure of wholesale pork prices, 
closed up 29 cents. Cash hogs however traded steady to $1 lower and are expected $
weaker tomorrow. One other issue we have to note is slaughter for the past three 
weeks has been from 4% to 6% higher than 
last year. This is a bit of a surprise. 
On the bull side they would argue packers 
are buying to kill for tremendous 
Chinese orders. The bear side would
the numbers are simply there for the 
killing and may tail off in the next 
couple of weeks. We are still bearish 
would suggest October needs to hit $69 
and December has a $65 objective. Keep 
hedges on and hold speculative bear 
positions such as the limited risk put 
positions as recommended on the Livestoc
Trading page. 
 
 
Live Cattle:
and stopped the bull run. From late June i
ran from $86 to $92. Last week traded an average of $90.50. One thing we will note i
wholesale beef prices closed higher today. Also, showlists are now said to be smaller 
than last week. Those factors could give futures a small rebound into Wednesday. In 

nto the first week of August cash cattle 

the big picture however we still feel a 
second chance at those June lows may be i
order. We don't feel they will touch those 
lows though. On this price decline now 
happening we would suggest this is an 
opportunity to buy the Feb 2008 contract
a long term move to $100...Rich Nelson 
 
w.allendale-inc.comww

 
 
sA  always, if you have questions or 

 

he thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are 

 

comments, please call 800 551 4626 to
discuss or send an e mail to 
research@allendale-inc.com 
 

 
 
T
subject to change without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual 
trading.  Simulated trading programs are subject to the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits
or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of 
any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts 
expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale Inc. c2007 


